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How to explain polarisation 

Polarisation: the average opinion becomes more 

extreme after the discussion (i.e. an extremism rise) 

 

Despite  

 

a strong tendency to central opinion, to conform to a 

majority opinion has been shown as a basic human 

dynamics (Allport 1924, Sherif 1935, Asch 1946), then 

how to explain polarisation? 
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How to explain polarisation 

From a social point of view, polarisation has been often 

associated to a minority effect since minorities are 

those with non conformist opinion but: 
 

• How do they emerge? 

• When: 

• Does they attract the majority group? 

• Are they rejected by it? 

• Do they have no impact? 

 

This is a tricky question sounding both in social 

psychology and opinion dynamics paradigm 
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Summary 

• A model to propose some possible answers 

• The behaviour in terms of polarisation: the 

example of the single extreme 

• Conclusion 
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Starting from a classical BC model in 2D 

During each iteration: 

• Choose randomly a couple (A,B) of agents in the population;  

• A and B change their attitude at the same time, according to the 
situations.  

A population of N agents 

composed from phsi agents 

and 1-phsi agents evolve 

through an update mechanism 

repeated x iterations. 

 

An attitude 

square 

A and B in the 

attitudinal 

space 
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Three possible situations: The total agreement 

  )()()()1( tAtBtAtA iiii  

The bounded confidence model (Deffuant et al, 2001) 

 If  iii uBA 
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Close on two 

dimensions: 

attraction 

Consistent with the Social Judgment 
Theory (Sherif and Hovland, 1965, 
1980) 
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Three possible situations : The total desagreement 

If the individuals are far on 

both dimensions, nothing 

change in the two models 

(indifference) 

 

)()1( txtA ii 
iii uBA  If  

The bounded confidence model (Deffuant et al, 2001) 
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Consistent with the Social Judgment 
Theory (Sherif and Hovland, 1965, 
1980) 
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Three possible situations: the partial agreement? 

• They agree on one 

attitude but not on the 
other → ? 

 

• What do they do? 
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 Depends on the importance of discussed issues 

(ie dimensions) for the agent 
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Nothing is really important: the indifference of the 

non highly self-involved agents 

Close and far at the same 

time: indifference 

the indifference again 

The bounded confidence model (Deffuant et al, 2001) 

)()1( txtA ii 
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The highly self-involved agent: dynamics defined by the 

main dimension 

=> Attraction on both dimensions: 

• if the dimensions of closeness if the main one 

 

  )()()()1( tAtBtAtA iiii  

(Huet and Deffuant 2010) 

mmm uBA 
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Attraction on both dimensions: 

• if the dimensions of closeness if the main one 

 

  )()()()1( tAtBtAtA iiii  

(Huet and Deffuant 2010) 

mmm uBA 
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high agreement
moderated 

disagreement

high 

disagreement

« APPROVAL OF 

DRUG CONSUMPTION »

The highly self-involved agent: dynamics defined by the 

main dimension 

 (Wood, Pool et al. 1996)  
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Rejection on the secondary dimension 

• if the dimensions of closeness if the secondary one 

 
  0 ss BA   )()()()1( tAtButAtA sssss  

  )()()()1( tAtButAtA sssss  

if   then  

else  

sss uBA 
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The highly self-involved agent: dynamics defined by the 

main dimension 
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Rejection on the secondary dimension 

• if the dimensions of closeness if the secondary one 

 
  0 ss BA   )()()()1( tAtButAtA sssss  

  )()()()1( tAtButAtA sssss  

if   then  

else  

sss uBA 
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moderately in 

favor
neutral

moderately in 

favor
« WORK AND SUCCESS »

The highly self-involved agent: dynamics defined by the 

main dimension 

 (Wood, Pool et al. 1996)  
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Summary 

• A model to propose some possible answers 

• The behaviour in terms of polarisation with a 

focus onto the most tricky one: the single 

extreme 

• Conclusion 
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Observe trajectories 

15 

    

http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc to play 

http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc
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A single extreme on the main dimension 

16 

Single extreme. Stable state for 25000 agents, um = 0.8, us = 0.3, phsi = 0.1 

http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc/ 
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The average absolute opinion on the main 

dimension 

17 

phsi =0.1 

SINGLE 

EXTREME 
BIPOLARISATION, 

MULTIPOLARISATION 

NUMBER OF 

MAJOR 

CLUSTERS IS 

EQUAL TO |1/um| 

The extreme minor cluster emergence has to be located  

adequately to insure the relation to hsi agents (not too 

far on the two dimensions). IF NOT, no polarisation 

um = 0.45, us = 0.35, 

phsi = 0.1, 10000 

agents 

Grey is no 

polarisation when 

um > 0.5 ; else 

green is no 

polarisation 
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Single extreme on the 2nd dimension for us> um 
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Stable state for 25000 agents, um = 0.7, us = 1.0, phsi = 0.1 

us >= 1 then no more forgotten 

agents on the secondary dimension! 

 

Hsi agents are rejected on the 2nd 

dimension, then they attract agents  

on this dimension. That is why 

nobody remain on the border of the 

2nd dimension. Forgotten people are 

on the main dimension only. 
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The average absolute opinion on the 2nd 

dimension 

19 

phsi =0.1 
SINGLE 

EXTREME 

TRANSITORY 

IN-GROUP 

POLARISATION 

 MULTIPOLARISATION 

Dynamic equilibrium  

for 5000 agents, um = 

0.05 and us = 1.1 for 

phsi = 0.05.  

A small phsi allows 

clustering 

Grey is no 

polarisation when 

um > 0.5 ; else 

green is no 

polarisation 
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Four conditions for polarisation on the 

secondary dimension 

1. Emergence of minor extreme clusters (forgotten 

non hsi and rejected hsi agents) 

2. Stability of these extreme clusters (due to inter 

rejection and intra attraction) 
Those are only necessary for the single extreme 

3. A part of highly self-involved agents (not 0, not 1) 

4. A particular relationship between us > um allowing 

hsi agents from the various groups remaining in 

contact by rejecting each other 
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Summary 

• A model to propose some possible answers 

• The behaviour in terms of polarisation 

• Conclusion 
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Reconcile various social explanations for 

polarisation 
 

• An attraction for an extreme stable et talkative 

agents (Moscovici, Zavalloni 1969) ? Hypothesis 

which has been done in classical simulation studies 

as Deffuant, 2006 
 

• A rejection of someone too much different (Festinger 

1957 and various identities theories)? Hypothesis 

done in simulation studies as Flache et al 2008, 

Huet and Deffuant (2008, 2010) 
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Identity theories: 

• the social identity theory (Tajfel 1978) 

• the self-categorization theory (Turner, Hogg et al 1987) 

• the optimal distinctiveness theory (Brewer 1991) 
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Take home message 

In this work, a different involvement makes the 

difference! 

 

It requires considering several dimensions and then 

almost everything emerges: 

 

•  various types of extreme minorities 

•  various types of polarised consensus 

•  various types of moderate consensus 
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http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc to play 

http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc
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END 
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Four conditions for polarisation on the 

main dimension 

1. Emergence of minor extreme clusters (forgotten 

non-hsi agents) 

2. Stability of these extreme clusters (non highly 

self-involved agents) 

3. A part of highly self-involved agents (not 0, not 1) 

attracted by extreme clusters and attracting the 

others 

4. A particular relationship between um > us or um ̴ us 

allowing hsi agents remaining in contact, ie 

attracted by extremes non hsi-agents  
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How to explain polarisation: proposals from the 

simulation study 

 

• On main issues, polarisation is mainly due to the 

attraction by minor extreme clusters of forgotten 

people of the highly self involved moderate agents, 

which attract the others simultaneously  

• On secondary issues, polarisation of agents is 

mainly due to rejection to find out a non-dissonant 

opinion (associated to an intragroup attraction) 

• Polarisation is associated to particular couples of 

uncertainty values on the issues 
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http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc/ 
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How to explain polarisation of groups: 

proposals from the simulation study 

 
1. A minority of hsi agents in the population 

2. Emergence of minor extreme clusters: 

a) Forgotten agents (main)  

b) Forgotten and rejecting agents (secondary) 

3. Stable since: 

a) Asymetrical relationship to moderate attracted hsi 

agents (main), attracting others at their turn 

b) Inter rejection and intra attraction (secondary) 

 

lead to a majority, bi ou multiple polarisation  

ONLY IF the uncertainties us and um are in a certain 

relation 
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Transitory polarisation on the 

secondary dimension 
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um = 0.7, us = 0.1, phsi = 0.1, 5000 agents 
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Give a new insights to the in-group 

polarisation 

 
 

Transitory in-group polarisation on the secondary 

dimension: due to local attraction slowly solved by 

hsi agents gathering all agents altogether 

 

=> Do to the speed of the hsi agents attraction: 

 

=> And/or the lack of them 
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1. Extreme minor clusters 

From Laguna, Abramson and Zanette 

(see also Lorenz , 2007) 

30 

   

um 0.8 us 0.3 phsi 0.1 

Constraints on µ 

Size differs with um (see Lorenz 2007) 
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2. Stable minor clusters in the corner 

* 

31 

um 0.8 us 0.3 phsi 0.1 

us < um in case single extreme – stable since only closed to the 

majority on the main dimension, not on the secondary dimension 

um 0.8 us 0.3 phsi 0.1 
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3. A part of highly self-involved agents 

32 

um 0.8 us 0.3 phsi 0.1 

phsi > 0 and phsi < 1 
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Single Extreme: explanations from the 

simulation study 

 
 

Emergence of extreme minorities, possibly 

impacting the initially centered majority 

 

1. polarisation on the main dimension (single, bi or 

multi) by attraction, metastable state 
 

• emerge from « forgotten » people 

• extreme on the two dimensions, very stable composed 

of non-hsi agents 

• located closed of others onto the main dimension => 

attract hsi agents, which attract the other agents 
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Emergence of extreme minorities, possibly 

impacting the initially centered majority 
 

2. polarisation on the secondary dimension by 

rejection of deviant extremes: 
 

• Non-hsi forgotten only on the main dimension 

reinforced by rejected hsi located at the extrema of the 

centered cluster during its creation 

• Shift away on the secondary of hsi composing the groups 

(majority and minorities at the opposite sides)  
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Single Extreme: explanations from the 

simulation study 
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Polarisation on the 2nd 

dimension 

35 

Dynamic equilibrium state 

for 5000 agents, um = 0.05 

and us = 1.1 for phsi = 0.05.  

 

A small phsi (on the left) 

allows agents to cluster onto 

the secondary dimension 

even if HSI agents continue 

moving 


